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Encountering the Book of Genesis

The Book of Genesis stands as one of the most important books of the entire Bible. In this upper-level undergraduate textbook, Bill Arnold moves through Genesis section by section, exploring its main themes and sorting through the difficult interpretive issues, as well as carefully addressing the issue of authorship. Includes illustrations, sidebars, chapter components (outlines, objectives, key terms, and study questions), and a free electronic instructor's manual. 0-8010-2156-1 443 pages $44.99 hardcover with CD-ROM

Encountering the First-Century World

Readings from the First-Century World
Primary Sources for New Testament Study
Walter A. Elwell, Walter W. Yarbrough, eds.
This companion to Encountering the New Testament offers students a careful selection of readings to introduce them to the historical and cultural environment of the first-century world. Readings from a variety of genres give insight into the archaeological, theological, and sociological background of the New Testament. Among the many selections are works by Tacitus, Josephus, and Philo. 0-8010-2177-4 256 pages $24.99 hardcover

Encountering John

The Gospel in Historical, Literary, and Theological Perspective

Survey the content of the Fourth Gospel with over sixty photographs, maps, and line drawings. The perfect resource for teaching the Gospel of John in a variety of settings. 0-8010-2180-2 288 pages $26.99 hardcover
At a time when the human need for hospitality is evident on streets and in refugee camps, in our own neighborhoods and around the world, Christine Pohl’s profound and moving book demonstrates that hospitality is central to the life of Christian faith. Combining deep compassion with unflinching realism about how difficult it is to offer hospitality, *Making Room* shows us the shape of this practice in biblical times, historically, and today. . . . I know of no wiser, better informed, or more challenging account of any Christian practice.

—DOROTHY C. BASS

"Christine Pohl's book is living, true, life-giving, Christian, and important; it is the work of a disciple of Jesus. . . . This excellent book calls us all to become hospitable people who welcome, and so to become like Jesus."

—JEAN VANIER
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